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much greater than mine with him, that he might actually have
been a dangerous man to live with. But apart from the question
of nerves there was the fact of giving life form, as a matter of
material self-preservation. What I mean will be clear when I
speak later of the routine of establishing oneself in an igloo
where, without routine, a man would literally be killed by
Nature herself.
Meanwhile, there was the latch on the outer door. It was an
iron latch, and if you were in a hurry to escape the cold and had
not both hands free, it was very hard to work. Hard enough for
us, it was almost impossible for the Eskimos, for though they are
clever enough with their own tools on the trail or the hunt, they
are all thumbs with the white man's tools. One day, speaking
as casually as I was able, I said:
*We ought to change that lock, you know. It works very
badly.5
You should have seen the look of terror in Gibson's face.
Recovering himself he said with an ineffably weary, suspicious
and (I thought) superior smile:
cOh, no! It's the best lock on the place/
This time, instead of dropping the subject, I went on to explain
what was the matter with the lock; and his answer was that what
I thought bad about it was what really made it a good lock.
'But look at the trouble the natives have with it/ I insisted.
cOh, the natives!3 he said, shrugging his shoulders. 'They'll
always have trouble with a lock/
It was true, but it annoyed me to hear him say so. At that
moment, a native trying to get in was rattling the door. Gibson
flushed.
'They'll end by breaking that lock, confound them,' he said;
and he went back to the magazine he was reading.
But my ingratitude was boundless. Here was a man who had
taken me in, had permitted me to share his precious solitude,
had guided me in my first fumbling acquaintance with a people
strange to me. When I tried to buy a kulaktik, an outer coat, he
insisted upon making me a gift of one. When I started off with-
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